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AN OFFICIAL PUBLICATION FOR TRUCKING PROFESSIONALS

ATRI Releases Crash Predictor Model

Driver behaviors play strong role in

FUEL UPDATE
According to the U.S. Energy
Information Association (EIA),

Atlanta, Georgia – The American Transportation Research Institute today
released the 2022 update to its well-known Predicting Truck Crash
Involvement research. ATRI’s Crash Predictor research (originally published
in 2005 with updates in 2011 and 2018) designed and tested a predictive
model that identified statistically significant relationships between truck
driver safety behaviors and future crash probability. The new 2022 report
uses the same statistical methods, and is based on more than 580,000
individual truck driver records.
ATRI’s analysis identified more than 25 different violations and convictions
that increased the likelihood of future crashes, four of which increased future
crash likelihood by over 100% (see table below). Simply having a previous
crash increased a truck driver’s probability of having a future crash by 113%,
28.4% higher than previous ATRI Crash Predictor reports.

Driver Behavior
A Failure to Yield Right-of-Way violation
A Failure to Use / Improper Signal conviction
A Past Crash
A Reckless Driving violation
A Failure to Obey Traffic Sign conviction

Future Crash Likelihood Increase
141%
116%
113%
104%
85.6%

Five behaviors have consistently been strong indicators of future crash
involvement across three or more reports, including: a Reckless Driving
violation; Failure to Use / Improper Signal conviction; a prior crash; Failure
to Yield Right-of-Way violation; and an Improper or Erratic Lane Changes
conviction.
The report also includes an updated list of the 10 Top Tier States for truck
safety, ranked by the relationship between traffic enforcement inspections
and crashes. Washington State was the top-ranked state, followed by
Indiana, New Mexico, Arizona and Massachusetts.
This 2022 Crash Predictor report provides important insight into truck driver
behaviors and violations that generate a statistically significant likelihood of
a future crash. Further, the research identifies additional driver and crash
attributes such as age and gender that allow industry stakeholders to better
target crash causes before they occur.
A full copy of the report is available through ATRI’s website at
www.truckingresearch.org..

In October 2022, the New York Harbor spot price for
ULSD averaged $4.36 per gallon (gal), the highest
monthly price since May 2022 and the secondhighest monthly average price on record. The
increase in diesel prices, both in the United States
and globally, has been the result of a number of
factors, such as tight global inventories, reduced
refinery production in Europe following labor strikes,
the start of seasonal demand for distillate as a home
heating fuel, and global trade disruptions linked to
Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine.
Retail heating oil and diesel prices will continue to
average more than $5/gal for the rest of 4Q22. EIA
expects a slightly contracting U.S. economy will
reduce distillate prices in the first half of 2023.
However, the EU’s ban on seaborne imports of
petroleum products from Russia creates supply
uncertainty for distillate markets in early 2023.
Diesel fuel prices are expected to average $5.09/
gal in 2022 and $4.65/gal in 2023. Gasoline fuel
prices are expected to average $4.02/gal in 2022 and
$3.61/gal in 2023.

11/28/22

11/28/22

$5.14

$3.54

National O-H
Diesel Avg

National
Gasoline Avg

On-highway Diesel Fuel Prices
Region

11/28/22 10/31/22 11/29/21

East Coast

5.336

5.400

3.684

New England

5.860

5.852

3.666

Central Atlantic

5.876

5.877

3.845

Lower Atlantic

5.088

5.183

3.586

Midwest

5.108

5.327

3.602

Gulf Coast

4.699

4.965

3.454

Rocky Mtns

5.392

5.302

3.824

West Coast

5.666

5.810

4.450

California

6.006

6.254

4.818

Prices listed above are diesel averages in dollars per gallon.

Up-to-date statistics are available from the
Department of Energy at www.eia.gov.

Claims Trends
Detected

CeMVs

Rearend
Crashes

taking the roads

CPC
Thefts
Renault EV (left), Tesla Semi (middle), Freightliner eCascadia (right)

It is our intent to regularly inform you of trending claims affecting our
insureds. Having examined our most recent claims data, our analysts have
detected both an ongoing crash trend and a theft trend.
Our claims handlers continue to received a sizable amount of rearend related claims – both
at-fault and not at-fault rearend crashes. Additionally, a wave of thefts of semiconductor-loaded
CPCs (Common Powertrain Controllers) are leaving many of our truckers without the ability to
operate their trucks. This issue is a nationwide problem that we are now being affected by in
greater frequency.
REAREND CRASHES - These type of crashes are largely preventable. Simply knowing that these
crashes are prevalent should cause drivers to have a higher sense of duty when backing. This
means: don’t just rely on your mirrors; get out and survey the area around your vehicle; utilize
a spotter; and consider installing a backup alarm system. Fleets should consider this as a hot
topic discussion for driver meetings.
It is utterly imperative that drivers be vigilant in paying attention to the road while driving and
leave all other activities for when the drive has finished. While it is legal to talk on the phone
(hands-free) while driving, heated conversations and/or those that require concentration are not
advised.
Wet and icy roads also contribute to rearend crashes as it does not take much speed at all to
lose control. Be extra cautious when driving in these conditions and give yourself a little more
room between you and the motorist ahead of you. Giving yourself a little extra room will also
reduce the need to brake hard which often leads to your vehicle being hit from behind.
CPC THEFT - With the new age of vehicles, computer-related parts are vital to their operation.
The CPC is considered the brain of the vehicle which is inoperable without it. It appears that
the CPC (located behind the dash) is not very difficult to remove which allows thieves to be in
and out in a matter of minutes. Unfortunately, this is likely accompanied by a smashed window,
torn apart dashboard and severed wires. While the modules can be purchased legally for around
$1,500, a shortage of semiconductor chips have created a blackmarket value of $3,000 - $4,000
for the CPCs. According to Daimler Truck North America, one single incident in April left 24 trucks
inoperable as thieves stole their CPCs while parked in an auction yard in Pennsylvania. Daimler
also reports many of the thefts are occurring at truck dealerships or customer terminals. For
safety reasons, some repair shops are even removing the CPCs from trucks when they are left on
their premises.
Unfortunately, this type of theft is not a claim that easily fixed as the backlog to getting a new
CPC can be up to 18 months. Truckers need to take a proactive approach to deter theft.
Some tips for prevention are: Park in well-lit, high-traffic lots; position your truck in the view of
surveillance cameras and/or guards, whenever possible; make sure the windows are closed and
the doors locked whenever you leave the vehicle - even when loading and unloading; activate
the vehicle alarm system, if equipped, when locking your vehicle; utilize all available security
equipment for added layers of protection when the vehicle is unattended.
Know where to find safe parking. An essential element of safety and theft prevention is route
planning. Pre-plan your route to find those locations that provide a safer environment and look
for a fenced or gated location to park when available.

Beverage giant Coca-Cola Europacific Partners
(CCEP) will start using 30 electric trucks to
make last mile deliveries to local customers in
Belgium. The first five vehicles were delivered on
November 24 and the other trucks will arrive in
the coming months. Through a key partnership
with Renault Trucks, the beverage manufacturer is
electrifying one-fifth of its truck fleet and creating
the largest fleet of electric trucks in Belgium. The
Renault rigs have a range of 200km (124 miles) on
a single charge.
After completing a fully-loaded, 500-mile test
run with a Class 8 commercial truck, Tesla
held a delivery event on December 1 in Giga
Nevada where beverage manufacturer Pepsi
received five of the trucks. The trucks were
delivered to Pepsi’s plant in Modesto California.
According to Tesla, the Semi can accelerate from
0 to 60 mph in 20 seconds with a fully loaded
combined gross combination weight of 82,000
pounds. The semi can travel up to 500 miles on a
single charge and recover up to 70% of range in 30
minutes using Tesla’s Semi Chargers.
Penske Truck Leasing and Daimler Truck North
America (DTNA) has commemorated the
delivery of two battery electric production model
Freightliner eCascadia semi-trucks. The eCascadia
has a typical range of: Tandem drive: 220 miles;
Single drive long-range: 230 miles; and Single
drive standard range: 155 miles. 80% recharging
is possible in 90 min.
Sources: renault-trucks.com; tesla.com; freightliner.com

GREEN ENERGY NOTE:

EIA expects renewable sources to provide 22% of
U.S. electricity generation in 2022 and 24% in 2023
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CargoNet Cautions Carriers

HOLIDAY CARGO THEFT
Recent Trends: There are several regional trends that CargoNet’s (www.cargonet.com )
Analysts are most concerned about this upcoming holiday season.
• Sophisticated identity fraud and cargo theft schemes targeting truckload shipments of solar
panel modules, tree nuts, small appliances, and designer apparel in Southern California.
• Theft of loaded trailers of high-end consumer electronics, apparel, housewares in Kentucky
and neighboring states.
• Theft of loaded trailers and containers of building materials, apparel, appliances, and food
products in Eastern Georgia, Southern Georgia, and Northeastern Florida.
• Theft of loaded trailers of food and alcohol, apparel, and other various goods in Northeastern
Pennsylvania, Northern New Jersey, and New York City.
Logistics brokers should be on high alert for identity fraud and cargo theft schemes, as use of
these tactics have been rampant for shipments departing Southern California. Organizations
tendering shipments over the internet are implored to verify details of all transactions prior
accepting a bid. Shippers should warn motor carriers of misdirection theft schemes and verify
the intended delivery address with the driver prior to loading. Public cross-dock facilities
operating in Southern California should be wary of new customers offering all-cash payment
and promising lucrative future business.
Industry professionals can protect against trailer burglaries and theft of loaded trailers by
arranging for same-day delivery of short-haul shipments, embedding covert tracking devices
in shipments and on vehicles, and using high-security locks. Drivers should not leave their
vehicles or shipments unattended in insecure locations like retail parking lots or truck stops,
especially within 250 miles of pickup. If it is necessary to leave property unattended, CargoNet
recommends someone check on it as frequently as possible. Drivers should also be on the
lookout for any vehicles that appear to be following them from the origin point.

American Highway
Carriers Association
Save big bucks on amusement park
tickets to windshield repair and more.
And, if you have a child/grandchild
graduating or just having graduated from
high school, DO NOT miss out on our
Scholarship program!
Visit us at www.AHCAonline.com to see
all the discounted benefits available to
members. Also, we are very excited to
be working on valuable NEW benefits
for members, so stay tuned. Many of our
benefits require the use of your AHCA ID
Number which is located on your AD&D
Certificate in your member package. You
may also call AHCA at (877) 855-8462
and we will look it up for you.

The information in this newsletter is taken from sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed and isn’t necessarily a complete statement of all the available data. Conclusions are based solely
upon our best judgment and analysis of technical factors and industry information sources.

